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central aortic blood pressure

• Why is central blood pressure is important to be measured ?
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why is central blood pressure is important to be 
mesured?



P1 – The direct wave pressure amplitude

P2 – The reflected wave pressure amplitude

AIX = P2-P1/PP *100
PP



wave reflection timing

central BP late wave reflection central BP early wave reflection



https://doi.org/10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.120.14787

pressure waveform changes

https://doi.org/10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.120.14787


why is central blood pressure is important to be measured?

doi: 10.1093/eurheartj/eht565

https://doi.org/10.1093%2Feurheartj%2Feht565


clinical implications of early wave reflection



differential central to brachial pressure amplification



differential drug effects (CAFE study)

https://doi.org/10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.105.595496

https://doi.org/10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.105.595496


differential drug effects (CAFE study)



central BP and CV outcomes (Strong Heart Study)

doi: 10.1016/j.jacc.2009.05.070

https://doi.org/10.1016%2Fj.jacc.2009.05.070


central BP and CV outcomes (Strong Heart Study)

doi: 10.1016/j.jacc.2009.05.070

https://doi.org/10.1016%2Fj.jacc.2009.05.070


central waveform analysis and HTN management (BP 
Guide Study)



central waveform analysis and HTN management (BP 
Guide Study)

doi: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.113.02001. Epub 2013 Sep
23.



central waveform analysis and HTN 
management (BP Guide Study)

doi: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.113.02001. Epub 2013 Sep
23.



cardiovascular abnormalities and brain lesions



cardiovascular abnormalities and brain lesions



cardiovascular abnormalities and brain lesions



clinical use of pulse wave analysis
and ways to accurately estimate central aortic
pressure by non-invasive pathway



take home messages

1. Studies document the superiority of central PP and central aortic pressure - over brachial

PP in predicting cardiovascular events.

2. From a pathophysiological perspective, central blood pressure correlates better with

target organ damage and cardiovascular outcomes than brachial blood pressure.

3. Central pressure more accurately reflects afterload on the left ventricle, cerebral and

coronary vascular systems.

4. It is important to test this concept and develop accurate, non-invasive techniques that

allow pulse wave analysis and determination of central blood pressure and be widely

used in certain situations.


